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Academic Awards
The Fyling Hall School Academic Awards is
a new system that has been introduced
this term in order to further encourage
students to do their best and reward those
who consistently work hard to improve.
This system publicly recognises the
consistent efforts made by students,
informs their parents of their effort and
could result in a cash prize for students at
the end of term. In the words of Mr Allen
these awards have been introduced in
order to: “Reward the hard work and
commitment of students of all levels of
ability and to encourage those that need to
dig a little deeper.” Academic effort is
always highly valued at Fyling Hall - no
matter what grades are achieved. I for one
think it’s a great idea.
Dami Williams

Form 3 learning about forces by building a Rube
Goldberg machine in Science.

“Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again
and expecting different results.”
Albert Einstein

Words of the Week
This week

Next week

Tricky:

strengthen

thankful

Trickier:

consolidate

beholden

Trickiest: augment

appreciative

Match Report
On Tuesday the U16s hockey team journeyed to lady Lumley’s for
a tournament over the very foggy moor. We played three 20
minute games against Ryedale, Lady Lumley’s and Malton School.
The first match we played was against Malton and was a tight
game, which we should have come out of winning, but we
disappointingly drew.
After a much appreciated wait in the bus out of the descending
fog and rain we braved the outside to play Lady Lumley’s and our
effort was rewarded when we won 1-0. Soon after we played
Ryedale and played a good game with all our efforts and missed
out by a few goals and lost. However, in this last match we played
much better and worked more as a team. Overall, we played well
but could improve and will improve with more practice.
Clem Bentley

New Arrivals
We spoke to Dr Barrett about his animal friends, and here is everything
you need to know about these new arrivals! First we found out in our
science lesson that he was keeping four Axolotls (aquatic amphibians)
in a tank in the classroom. We inquired, and discovered that they like
eating earthworms, and/or fish pellets. We also found out that sir has
had these amphibians for ten years and they normally live for 15 years.
It takes about 14 - 20 days for their eggs to hatch.
We also learned about sir’s Rose Tarantula, Rosie, who’s 14 years old
and has an expected life span of 20 years. She doesn’t need to eat very
frequently because she stands around most of the time. Rosie sheds
only once a year – but when she does, her fangs come off in the moult,
and they’re a centimetre long! Speaking of fangs, this species of
tarantula’s bite is only as severe as a bee sting, and they mostly eat live
crickets, and bees. One word of advice though – don’t stroke Rosie,
because tarantulas often confuse being stroked with being squashed!
Sophie Ferrer and Olivia Coates

“Success is the result of
perfection, hard work, learning
from failure, loyalty, and
persistence.”
Colin Powell

“People don’t succeed because
they are lucky. They succeed
because they set goals and
work towards those goals.
They plan for success.”
Above: Dr Barrett and his pet
tarantula Rosie.
Below: Axolotls swim in their tank.

Polish History
Fyling Hall School has a long standing history of cooperation with the
United World Colleges Poland National Committee, that every year is
involved with choosing a couple of scholars. The selection process and
criteria are extremely demanding and around 15 people every year
are selected to attend various schools around the United Kingdom and
Austria.
Fyling Hall had joined the group of scholarship-offering schools in
2008, with two girls Malwina and Agata coming to Robin Hoods Bay to
pursue their education in Yorkshire with a perspective of studying in
British universities. This was achieved with flying colours, as the very
first students to represent Poland at the school, have left an
exceptional impression, which in turn made the cooperation continue
to this day.

“The expert in anything was
once a beginner.”

Throughout the upcoming years, more people have arrived, and left
with an impressive academic record and offers from respected Russell
Group Universities. To this day three Polish Fyling Hall Alumni that
have pursued their higher education went onto Oxbridge and eight
others gaining places in UCL, Imperial College London, Warwick
University and many more, with most studying prestigious courses,
such as medicine, biochemistry, mathematics and economics.
Fyling Hall had given everybody an amazing opportunity to follow
their dreams of world-class universities. They have proven that hard
work definitely pays off and is highly rewarded by not only authorities
but also overall academic success and accomplishments.
Aleksandr Akulov

Spot the ball! Students playing
football in the stack yard.

Trump Protests
President-elect Trump has always been a controversial
president-elect. However, in the run up to his
inauguration day many people are joining a protest
against his agenda as president.

14,000 women have said they will attend the march in
London alone.

These people are coming together to show their
opposition for a president-elect, who has a history of
The women’s march will be one of America’s biggest making sexist comments about women and some very
marches’ ever recorded with 200,000 people taking controversial policies.
part in the march in Washington DC. This march This has resulted in many famous women also coming
started as a very small cry of help from feminists together to march against him. These women include:
through social media and has transformed into a huge Franke Boyle, Pixie Geldof, Bianca Jagger and June
feminist march against Trump’s policies.
Sarpong. Not only are celebrities attending the rallies,
Not only is this protest march spreading through many well-known charities are in support of the event
America, there will also be marches worldwide such as: Amnesty International, Pride London, Black
protesting against President-elect Trump’s views. The Pride, Women 4 Refugee Women and the NUS.
main issues in question are wide ranging: from legal
Isabella Clements
abortion to a higher minimum wage.
In London there will also be a march against Trump a
day after he is made President of the United States.

The Kitchen Staff do it Again!
They’ve done it again! Yes for a third
time in a row our very own kitchen staff
have earned themselves another 5/5
hygiene and cleanliness rating in the
kitchen.

“It’s never too late. A
determined mind and a
positive attitude, will
increase your ability to
achieve and succeed any
goal you want in life.”

“If you can’t fly then run.
If you can’t run then walk.
If you can’t walk then crawl.
But whatever you do, you
have to keep moving
forward.”

Not only have they earned this 5/5
rating, but also a compliment from the
Head, saying that our kitchens are
“Squeaky Clean!” Pauline, Anne, Pippa
and Sue managed to achieve this
through coming into school during the
holidays to scrub the ovens (wearing
coats in the winter months as there is no
heating!); making sure the floors and
sinks are thoroughly cleaned after every
meal and even having different coloured
chopping boards for different types of
food!
Connor Asprey

The Kitchen Staff after Earning their New Rating!
News Team

The Week Ahead
Sun

Tues
Wed
Sat

22nd 10:00am Boarders attend Fylingthorpe Methodist Church
1:45pm

Trip to Whitby cinema – Rogue one: A Star Wars story

24

th

4:00pm

U14 5 a side indoor Football v Eskdale and CCW (Home)

25

th

4:00pm

U12 Basketball partnership @ Lady Lumley’s

28

th

9:00am

Trip to Top Gear Indoor Karting Durham
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